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For the Second Year Running, Spark Compliance Consulting and Kristy Grant-Hart 
Shortlisted for Two Awards at the International Women in Compliance Awards 

The most exciting and glamorous night in the compliance world will once again hit London this 
March, at the star-studded Women in Compliance Awards.  And for the second year running, Spark 
Compliance Consulting will be there, shortlisted for the Compliance Consulting Team of the Year, 
while it’s founder, author Kristy Grant-Hart, has been honored with a nomination for the inaugural 
Mentor Award of the Year for Advancement of Women in Compliance. 

“It’s a phenomenal honor for Spark Compliance to be honored again by the best in the field.  To be 
put on the same list as EY, Paul Hastings and the other nominees is incredible,” said Ms. Grant-Hart.  
She continued, “I’m humbled to be nominated for the Mentor Awards.  I enjoy helping women in 
business and in the compliance field whenever I can, and it is thrilling to be able to encourage the 
next generation of compliance professionals.”   

Spark Compliance Consulting had a banner year in 2017.  The business grew 185% and Spark 
expanded from its offices in London and Los Angeles to a new office opened in Atlanta in the latter 
half of the year.     

The annual Women in Compliance Awards are “the ultimate celebration of the achievements female 
compliance professionals make every day in the world of compliance and business. The Awards 
embody the very best initiatives, individuals and teams, bringing into sharp focus the united efforts of 
this innovative and dynamic sector” according to organizer C-5.  The black-tie event, featuring a 
champagne reception, formal dinner and celebrity entertainment, will be held on March 22nd at the 
Sheraton Grand Hotel Park Lane, in London. 

 



Spark Compliance Consulting’s Ramsey Kazem, Diana Trevley, Kristy Grant-Hart and Jonathan 
Grant-Hart at their exhibition booth at the Compliance and Ethics Institute in Las Vegas, Nevada this 
past October.   

Further information about Spark Compliance Consulting can be found HERE, and further 
information about the Women in Compliance Awards can be found HERE. 
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